ESA's space weather mission to be
protected against stormy sun
6 March 2019
"In space it will be the same – so we at ESA's
Space Environment and Effects section have been
working closely with the Agency's Space Weather
Office, overseeing the Lagrange mission, for
several years. Our goal is an optimised design that
endures the radiation storms associated with space
weather events in an efficient but effective way."
Sun making space weather
In the same way the heat of the sun drives weather
on Earth, solar activity is responsible for
disturbances in our space environment, called
'space weather'. As well as emitting a continuous
stream of charged particles, known as the solar
wind, the sun sometimes produces eruptions called
'coronal mass ejections' (CMEs) – expelling billions
of tons of material bound up with magnetic fields,
often in volumes larger than Earth itself.

The heliospheric current sheet, the largest structure in
the solar system, results from the influence of the sun's
rotating magnetic field on the plasma in the
interplanetary medium, known as the solar wind). The
wavy spiral shape of the ensuing 'Parker spiral' has been
likened to a ballerina's skirt. Credit: NASA – Werner Heil If these clouds of particles reach our home planet

ESA is planning Earth's first dedicated space
weather observatory to warn of potentially harmful
turbulence in our parent star. Like a referee at a
sports game, the Lagrange spacecraft will be able
to observe both the sun and Earth as well as the
space in between – but will itself be in the space
weather line of fire.
"This will be an operational rather a scientific
mission, meaning it has to keep on working
because people will be depending on it," explains
ESA space environment specialist Piers Jiggens.

they can disrupt Earth's magnetic field and upper
atmosphere, disrupting satellites in orbit, and
electrical and communications infrastructure,
potentially causing billions of euros worth of
damage.
Today's workhorse solar observer, the ESA-NASA
SOHO spacecraft is located 1.5 million km away at
the Lagrange point L1, on a straight line between
Earth and the sun, so views incoming CMEs headon.
Sideways view
By contrast, the Lagrange mission will be placed
much farther from Earth, a hundred times further
than SOHO at 150-million km distance, at the third
point of an equilateral triangle formed with the Earth
and the sun.

"On Earth it wouldn't be acceptable to have
weather forecasting infrastructure that stops
working when a hurricane is coming, because
coverage would be lost at the point when an
extreme weather event impacts our lives the most. Lagrange takes its title from the gravitationally
stable locations in the sun-Earth system, one of
which it will orbit around – the fifth Earth-sun
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Lagrange (L5) point. These have been collectively
named after the Italian mathematician who first
theorised the existence of these stable points in
space.

To ensure a robust capability to monitor, nowcast and
forecast potentially dangerous solar events, ESA has
initiated the assessment of two possible future space
weather missions. Credit: ESA/A. Baker, CC BY-SA 3.0
IGO

"Often you can see some of these effects on SOHO
images of CMEs – what looks like snow is actually
charged particles triggering the imager detectors. In
addition, radiation can cause 'bit flips' of onboard
memory."

Future Lagrange mission. Credit: ESA/A. Baker, CC BYSA 3.0 IGO

Shielding the spacecraft

As is already standard, the spacecraft itself will be
Sitting at this equidistant point away from Earth and built from carefully screened radiation hardened
electronic components. Its onboard systems will be
the sun, Lagrange will be able to identify stormy
equipped with 'fault detection and correction'
segments of the sun's surface before they rotate
systems to identify and correct for bit flips or other
around to face Earth, and then track CME clouds
anomalies. For the Lagrange mission, ESA and its
as they head our way.
industrial partners are investigating how to make
these systems more robust still.
"Just because the spacecraft is not aligned with
Earth and the sun does not mean it will not be
"For the L5 mission, the spacecraft has to be more
affected by the space weather events it will be
monitoring," adds Piers. "This is because the solar intelligent than others, and will need to have a
magnetic field, which high energy particles follow, is clever failure detection, isolation and recovery
strategy," notes Stefan Kraft, overseeing the
curved because of the sun's rotation, a
mission.
phenomenon known as the 'Parker spiral'.
"When other missions hide away and go into sleep
"What this means is that the fastest charged
particles from a CME event will reach Lagrange in a mode, we will need to face the storm and stay
awake to remain always on duty."
matter of minutes after an eruption, potentially
causing adverse effects to the spacecraft at just the
point it is most needed to resolve the direction and On the imaging side, the particles impair the vision
speed of the material headed Earthward, working of the mission's highly sensitive instrumentation.
Automated onboard systems will apply artificial
on a timescale of hours.
intelligence to identify and remove false pixels on a
frame-by-frame basis.
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The Lagrange points associated with the sun-Earth
system. Credit: NASA/WMAP Science Team

Reduced image exposure time is another solution
being looked into to decrease the number of
radiation 'hits'. In addition extra aluminium shielding
could be added around the detectors, to prevent
charged particles impacting them from the side.
As Juha-Pekka Luntama of ESA's Space Weather
Office explains: "The measurements from Lagrange
need to be clear in real-time so they can be fed into
space weather models and allow forecasters to
predict possible impacts."
The Lagrange mission is currently being developed
through parallel industrial studies, to present to
Europe's space ministers at Space19+ at the end of
this year. If approved, it will launch by 2025.
The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) is planning a solar
observatory at L1 with a launch targeted in 2024.
This mission would provide data complementing
observations from L5. The two missions together
would form a combined observation system,
offering stereosopic views of space weather events
as they occur.
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